25th IOPS summer conference, 10-11 June 2010

Conference host: University of Amsterdam
Conference location: Faculty of Psychology, University of Amsterdam, Roetersstraat 15
Conference hotel: Suggestions at the end of this document
Conference dinner: Bazar Amsterdam, Albert Cuypstraat 182.

All talks will be in room D of the Faculty of Psychology, Roetersstraat 15, Amsterdam.

Programme

Thursday 10 June 2010

10.30 - 12.00 Board meeting (Room 517)
11.30 - 12.00 Pre meeting students (Room D)
12.00 - 13.00 Registration / Welcome lunch (Martinus Behrenszaal; E020)
13.00 - 13.05 Official opening by Willem Heiser, IOPS director (Room D)
13.05 - 13.10 Welcome by Denny Borsboom, University of Amsterdam
13.10 - 13.40 Angelique Cramer University of Amsterdam. Title: Mental disorders as Networks.
13.40 - 14.10 Kasia Jozwiak Universiteit Utrecht. Title: Cost-efficient designs for trials with discrete-time survival endpoints.
14.10 - 14.30 Break
14.40 - 15.00 Peter Kruyen University of Tilburg. Title: Test Length and Decision Quality in Personnel Selection.
15.00 - 15.30 Josine Verhagen Twente University. Title: Bayesian tests for measurement invariance in large cross-national surveys.
15.30 - 15.50 Break
15.50 - 16.40 Keynote Speaker: Han van der Maas University of Amsterdam. Title: $\theta \geq 0$.
16:40 - 17:10 Plenary Meeting (Room D)
17.20 - 18.30 Drinks and Prize giving ceremony IOPS Best Paper Award 2010 (Senaatszaal: A 2.20)
19.00 - Conference dinner (Bazar Amsterdam)
Friday 11 June 2010

08.40 - 09.00  Welcome/Coffee (Senaatszaal: A220)

09.00 - 09.30  Jorge Tendeiro University of Groningen. Title: First and second order derivatives for CP and INDSCAL.

09.30 - 10.00  Bellinda King Kallimanis University of Amsterdam / AMC. Title: Using structural equation modelling to detect measurement bias and response shift in longitudinal data.

09.30 - 10.00  Baerbel Maus Maastricht University. Title: Optimal and robust design of fMRI experiments with application of a genetic algorithm.

10.00 - 10.30  Break

10.30 - 11.20  Marjan Bakker University of Amsterdam. Title: The (mis)reporting of statistical results in psychology journals.


11:50 - 13:00  Lunch (Senaatszaal: A220)

UvA Labday

13:00 - 14:00  UvA PhD 3 minute talks
Selection of UvA PhD students from the department of psychological methods will present their research in a brief summary

14:00 – 14:30  Break

14:30 - 15:30  UvA faculty talks:
Jelte Wicherts: A Psychometric Perspective on Stereotype Threat
Denny Borsboom: Networks and Item Response Theory
Paul de Boeck: Explanatory Random Item Models

15:30 - 15:45  Break

15:45 - 16:45  Tour of Lab facilities and fMRI Scanner lab

16:50  Drinks (Café De Roeter)

End of conference program
Hotel tips

Hotel Le Coin.
Nieuwe Doelenstraat 5
1012 CP AMSTERDAM
31 (0)20 524 6800
hotel@lecoin.nl
Ask for UvA rates

Eden Hotel Amsterdam
Amstel 144
1017 AE Amsterdam
0031 20 530 78 78
info.eden@edenhotelgroup.com

Hotel Plantage
Plantage Kerklaan 25-A
1018 CV Amsterdam
0031 20 620 55 44
info@hotelplantage.nl

Hotel Arena
's-Gravesandestraat 51
1092 AA Amsterdam
0031 20 850 24 10
reservations@hotelarena.nl

Hotel Alfa Plantage
Plantage Middenlaan 26
1018 DE Amsterdam
0031 20 623 57 83
http://www.hotelalfaplantage.nl/